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The Stealth 
Tablet Mount

Tablets are used by wheelchair users as communication and learning tools, 
as well as, to stay connected. To be able to use these devices it is important 
to have a mounting system that makes them accessible and reachable. 

The Platypus is suitable for hot or cold drinks.

It fits within the push handle or the back support of a 
wheelchair.

It has a flexible tube that is durable from breakages.

The Platypus includes a Hyperflow™ valve that offers 
highest water flow seen on the market.

Mounting Systems for 
your Tablets and Mobile devices

Stealth has designed a range of mounting systems for 
wheelchair users, enabling them to use their tablets and 
mobile devices on the go. These mounting system can be 
mounted under armrests, and are available in swing-away 
options, so that they can be swung away for easy patient 
transfers, and clicked back to their functional position.  

The TWBM480-TAB fits virtually any tablet (compatibility 
includes but is not limited to iPad 1, iPad 2, iPad 3, iPad4, 
HP TouchPad, Asus EEE Pad Memo, Barnes & Nobles 
NOOKcolor, BlackBerry PlayBook, Dell Streak 7, HTC Flyer, 
Samsung Galaxy tablets and more). It includes adjustable 
tablet mounting system for wheelchair - TWB480-17FMD 
with Arms240 Mount and 2 Ratchet Handles.  To make 
adjustment easy, Stealth has swapped normal screws on 
the links of the system with ratchet handles. 

The TAB-MD01 a universal mounting for mobile devices, 
can be added to the TWBM480-TAB, making it easy for 
the user to access two devices on a single system. 

Tablets and mobile devices are used by wheelchair users as communication and 
learning tools, as well as, to stay connected. To be able to use these devices it is 
important to have a mounting system that makes them accessible and reachable. 

Platypus - Turns any pack into an hydration pack
Platypus is a hands-free hydration system. It features a hang loop that can be used to hang the Platypus within 
easy reach of a wheelchair user. It is lightweight, ready to use, and can be hung-up or placed inside a rucksack 
depending on the needs of the user.

Description      Order Code 

Ipad and Mobile device Holder for Power Wheelchairs

Tablet mounting system      TWBM480-TAB
Mobile device mount      TAB-MD01 
 Combined system (Tablet mounting     

TWBM480-TAB-MD01
 

system + Mobile device mount) 

Description                                  Order Code
Available in a 1litre bag

Platypus Complete   07500
Platypus 1L Bag                07622
Platypus 1L Bag & Tube           07700
Platypus  Tube                07702
Platypus Hyperflow™ Valve      07703
Platypus  Outer Bag                07705
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The TWBM480-TAB fits virtually any tablet (compatibility
includes but is not limited to iPad 1, iPad 2, iPad 3, iPad4,
HP TouchPad, Asus EEE Pad Memo, Barnes & Nobles
NOOKcolor, BlackBerry PlayBook, Dell Streak 7, HTC Flyer,
Samsung Galaxy tablets and more). It includes adjustable
tablet mounting system for wheelchair - TWB480-17FMD
with Arms240 Mount and 2 Ratchet Handles. To make
adjustment easy, Stealth has swapped normal screws on
the links of the system with ratchet handles. 

This mounting system can be mounted under armrests, and 
is available in a swing-away option, so that it can be swung 
away for easy patient transfers, and clicked back to its 
functional position.
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